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Abstract
In Japan, there are various dialects based on each region.
They have a unique vocabulary, expressions, accents
and intonations different from the standard Japanese lan-
guage. Aizu has also its own dialect that is called ’Aizu-
ben’. For consonants, a voiceless sound such as/k/
changes to the voiced sound [g]. Also it can be said
that /t/ and /ts/ changes to [d] and [dz]. Secondly, the
vowel sound/i/ changes to [e]. Also, other phonologi-
cal processes can be found for/e/ or /u/. For example,
/iku/, a word of the standard Japanese, is pronounced
as [egu] in Aizu dialects. Using Praat software, the
formant transitions were measured in the spectrograms.
Formant means the peaks in the frequency spectrum of a
sound. Through this analysis, it will be known whether
the phonological processes of Aizu dialects are idiosyn-
cratic, systematic or neither.

1 Introduction
This article is written about the phonological processes
(the sound changes) that can be heard in the Aizu dialect
when compared with the standard Japanese language.
They are the features of the Aizu dialect. Some processes
are similar to the cases of the Tohoku dialect, but some
are slightly different.

The original Aizu dialects that have existed for many
decades of time are being threatened with extinction
now. I have a sense of fear that the precious language
in my hometown will be disappearing in the near future
completely. The dialect is going to recede from our lives
gradually. More and more old people do not have confi-
dence whether their spoken words are correct or wrong
because their dialect is ambiguous. From now on, it will
be increasingly difficult to get speech samples from old
people. Before it becomes impossible, we need to ad-
vance our Aizu dialect research quickly.

Long ago, research was done about the dialects in
Aizu and the regions adjacent to it by some linguists
from Tohoku University [1]. After a survey in 18 regions
that took as long as 3 years, they reported the results in
1980. Their article is focused on the areas of phonol-
ogy, grammar, and vocabulary. In 1960, another article
was written by a linguist who was born and grew up in
Aizu [2]. Spending his long life, Higuchi had collected
many words of Aizu dialect and edited them.

There must have been nothing that could be referred
to when Higuchi started his research. And it seemed dif-
ficult to go around various areas because there was not
enough transportation to move easily. Also it can be said
that there was not the necessary equipment to consider
the dialect research deeply in a phonetic aspect.

Although there are some Japanese articles that re-
fer to dialects in the Tohoku district, those about the
Fukushima prefecture are rarely seen, especially about
the Aizu area. The glossary of Aizu dialects has been
recorded already in documents such as books and un-
published papers. But there is little data recorded in au-
dio format and saved as a sound file. So I think it will be
better for the phonetic analysis if the spoken sounds can
be transferred to the computers. I think that this article
will be very useful for not only the people who study the
Japanese dialect but also the linguists all over the world.
And the results of this Aizu dialect research will con-
tribute to passing the traditional culture down from our
generation to the younger generation.

2 Method

2.1 Subject & Apparatus
Subjects were selected in many different areas of Aizu in
order to gather many types of speech samples that vary
with each area. Table 1 shows the list of hardware and
software that were used for the research.

H1 Apple Mac OS X version 10.5.8/ 10.6.2
H2 Professional Mobile Recorder Korg MR-1000
H3 Miniature Cardioid Microphone DPA 4080-BM
H4 Boundary Layer Microphone DPA BLM4060
S1 Praat version 5.1.19
S2 OpenOffice 3.1.1

Table 1: Hardware and Software used in data collection

2.2 Procedure
Before the analysis, it was needed to know the char-
acteristics of dialects in the whole of Tohoku district
generally. So the research was started from gathering
good materials that describe the phonological processes
of Japanese dialects from the Internet or public libraries.
After that, the speech samples were listened to carefully
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Consonants
Rules Contexts Examples

/t/→ [d] Not in the beginning 「男」/otoko/→ [odogo],「頭」/atama/→ [adama]
Voiceless /ts/→ [dz] of a word 「街」/machi/→ [madz̈I],「祭り」/matsuri/→ [madzẄr̈I]
↓ /k/→ [g] 「酒」/sake/→ [sage

˙
],「魚」/sakana/→ [sagana]

Voiced After [tt], [kk]「っ」 「泊まった」/tomatta/→ [tomatta]
Not changed After [n]「ん」 「今回」/konkai/→ [konkae

˙
],「こっち」/kocchi/→ [kottS̈I]

After [:]「ー」 「一週間」/isshuukan/→ [e
˙
SSjẄ:kan]

→ [t], [ts], [k] After [i
˚
], [W

˚
] 「作った」/tsukutta/→ [tsW

˚
kW

˚
tta]

(voiceless consonants) 「学校」/gakkoo/→ [gakko:]

Nasalized

/d/→ [ñd] 「窓」/mado/→ [mañdo]
/dz/→ [ñdz] Not in the beginning 「屑米」/kuzugome/→ [kẄñdzẄNome

˙
]

/g/→ [ñg], [N] of a word 「仕事」/shigoto/→ [ S̈INodo]
/b/→ [m̃b] 「遊ぶ」/asobu/→ [asom̃bẄ]

/ki/ → [tSi] Only a vowel/i/ or /y/ 「来た」/kita/→ [tSi
˚

ta],「今日」/kyoo/→ [tSjo:]
/hi/ → [Si] followed by a consonant 「人」/hito/→ [Si

˚
to],「東」/higashi/→ [ S̈INaS̈I]

Table 2: Rules and Examples of Phonetical Processes in Consonants (From [3], [4], [5])

Vowels
Rules Contexts Examples

/i/
→ [e

˙
] (close to [e]) Not after a consonant 「今」/ima/→ [e

˙
ma],「毎日」/mainichi/→ [mae

˙
n̈Idz̈I]

→ [̈I] (close to [w]) After a consonant 「一回」/ikkai/→ [e
˙
kkae

˙
],「みんな」/minna/→ [mÏnna]

/e/ → [e
˙
] (close to [i]) All 「嫁」/yome/→ [yome

˙
],「見える」/mieru/→ [mÏe

˙
rẄ]

/u/ → [Ẅ] (close to [i]) All 「村」/mura/→ [mẄra],「椅子」/isu/→ [e
˙
sẄ]

/ai/ → [E:] [æ:] Only in adjectives and 「若い」/wakai/→ [wagE:],「近い」/chikai/→ [tSI
˚

kE:]
/ui/ → [̈I:] at the end of the word 「悪い」/warui/→ [war̈I:],「寒い」/samui/→ [samÏ:]

/i/ → [i
˚
] Between 2 voiceless consonants「そして」/soshite/→ [soSi

˚
te
˙
]

/u/ → [W
˚

] After a voiceless consonant 「二日」/futsuka/→ [fW
˚

tsW
˚

ka]
(Voicelss Vowels) at the end of a word

Table 3: Rules and Examples of Phonetical Processes in Vowels (From [3], [4], [5])

for a long time in order to check whether the phonolog-
ical rules written in the references (see Tables 2 and 3)
can be applied to Aizu dialects or not.

Using Praat, the popular software for sound analysis,
the words having the phonological processes can be la-
beled in a TextGrid file that consists of a number of the
named tiers. It can be opened with a sound file and the
time domain of the TextGrid file is equivalent to that of
the sound file automatically. So it is possible to add
labels and boundaries in the tiers with looking at the
spectrograms to find words and segment them into each
phoneme. In my research, every TextGrid file has 3 tires
that were named as ”sentences”, ”words”, and ”sounds”.
Through the labeling work, the filenames and the times
when the words happened have been recorded so as not
to waste time searching for them over again.

Although the phonological rules in Aizu dialects could
have been found effectively, it should be decided what

sounds the analysis should be focus on. At first, we were
going to analyze the voice onset time (VOT) of voiceless
plosive consonants like/t/, /ts/, and /k/ that change to
voiced consonants because they are outstanding features
that everyone notices at once when hearing the sounds of
Aizu dialects. However, it has a problem with measur-
ing the VOT in some noisy files that display too rough
spectrograms to see and it is almost impossible to deter-
mine the VOT of/ts/ sounds considering it on a side of
how to articulate them. So the analysis of the phonolog-
ical processes in Aizu dialects was settled to focus on
the vowels because the words including vowels happen
much more often than stop consonants. Besides the for-
mants are easier to measure than VOT without searching
for the points of 2 boundaries that indicates the transi-
tion from nothing to voiceless sounds (just blowing air)
and from voiceless sounds to voiced sounds (vibrating
vocal chords). Also, measuring by hand might introduce
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some error when measuring the boundaries between the
3 sections.

2.3 Data Analysis
The formants can be measured by the software, Praat. To
check the formant of the vowel, a pointer is put approx-
imately on the center of the vowel section after pressing
the ’Show formants’ button to draw lines that show the
flow of each formant (F1, F2, F3 and F4) in the spec-
trogram. Then by pressing a ’List formants’ button, the
time and F1 to F4 where the pointer was placed are dis-
played in another window. But Praat sometimes may
make mistakes for detecting formants during the speech
interrupted with other external sounds such as cars’ en-
gines, rivers, or waterfalls in the background. Also,
the conversation section where overlapping with two or
more speakers occurs should also be removed from the
objects because it cannot be distinguished which speaker
the formants are gained from and there is a possibility of
mixing the many sounds totally. If a false formant could
be seen with my own eyes in the spectrogram, it was
rejected. So the results should be removed if it is sus-
pected to be mis-detected and unreliable. Attention had
to be paid to whether the formant is real or not. For ex-
ample, F3 may be output as F2 incorrectly because Praat
tends to arrange the detected formants from the smallest
to the largest as F1, 2, 3 and 4 in order without regard to
their reliability. Praat is not concerned about the faults
included with the results of the formants.

The mean values (averages) of F1 and F2 acquired
from Praat were calculated using the spreadsheet pro-
gram in OpenOffice. The results were divided by each
region and gender to make the figures. A value of F1
means the height of the speaker’s tongue position and a
value of F2 means the backness of that. So F1 was used
as the y-axis (the vertical axis) and F2 was used as the
x-axis (the horizontal axis). Then the 2 axes must be re-
versed than usual as the x-axis increases from right to
left and the y-axis increases from top to bottom because
they have inverse relationships to tongue position. It had
to be heeded to make the charts correspond to the actual
tongue position when the mouth is viewed from the left
side.

3 Results
Seen in the charts, the vowel space of Aizu dialects dif-
fers from that of the standard Japanese considering the
articulation of/i/, /e/, and /u/ in most regions. It is an
especially interesting point that/i/ changed to another
sound depending on context, at the beginning or the mid-
dle of a word. /#i/ means the word-initial/i/, and / i/
means the word-medial/i/. Concerning/u/ and /e/, all

cases are picked up without regard to the contexts that
they are in. Although the results mostly agree with past
research, there are new findings different from the refer-
ences.
/#i/ and/e/ come close together vertically and get in-

tegrated into the similar sound, represented by [e
˙
] which

means that its tongue position becomes in the center of
/#i/ and /e/. But actually, [e

˙
] that is represented by the

yellow symbols places in the yellow circle that stands for
the standard Japanese/e/, or around it. In other words,
[e
˙
] is almost the same as the standard Japanese/e/ and

it’s position is lower than the supposition.
/ i/ moves more backward than/#i/ and even/e/, and

becomes [̈I] which means that it’s tongue position comes
closer to the vowel space of the standard Japanese/u/.
Then /u/ moves more forward to become [Ẅ] which
means that it’s tongue position comes closer to the vowel
space of the standard Japanese/i/. This is the reason
why / i/ was compared with/u/ to see the relationship
between them./ i/ and/u/ come close together horizon-
tally, however, they cannot become the same completely
because there is too much distance between them to over-
lap each other. But both [̈W] and [̈I] are the same height
and in the middle point between 2 of them that might be
close to [@] sound in English.

Every vowel,/i/, /e/, and/u/ that is referred to in this
thesis tends to be concentrated in one place approxi-
mately at the center among each vowel of the standard
Japanese, and they are lower than expected as a whole.

4 Discussion
It needs to be discussed about the difference between
each region of Aizu. There happens interesting features
to Hinoemata, particularly in female speakers./#i/ and
/ i/ are very similar and they do not seem to be divided
as long as seen in the formant distribution. So in the
way of articulating the vowel/i/, the people who live in
Hinoemata do not classify/i/ into the cases of/#i/ and
/ i/. /i/ is considered as one vowel and it has nothing
to do with its context. In addition,/i/ is separate from
/e/, and/ i/ is also separate from/u/ in the graphs of Hi-
noemata. So the characteristics peculiar to Aizu dialects
cannot be seen in dialects of Hinoemata. In brief, Hinoe-
mata speech is closer to standard Japanese in the respect
of articulation of vowels.

Then we tried to check whether the vowels,/i/ and
/e/, are influenced by the previous consonant. Seen in
the graph (Figure 1),/shi/, /chi/, and /ji / become more
backward than any other sounds and become close to the
standard Japanese/u/. /ki/ and /gi/ become higher than
any other sounds and they are palatalized. On the other
hand, in the case of/Ce/, all symbols are on the inside
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Figure 1: Means of Vowels’ Formants per Previous Consonant

of the yellow circle/e/. The symbols of/Ci/ are spread
wider horizontally than those of/Ce/. It means that/i/ is
more affected by the previous consonant than/e/.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
The vowels are centralized as mentioned in the results
except Hinoemata. Therefore, Aizu dialects can be spo-
ken fluently by not moving the tongue as much, up and
down, back and forth, as in standard Japanese - thus with
a compact vowel space. The tongue position is settled at
a neutral point and the radius of movements can be re-
duced within as small a sphere as possible. Doing so, the
old people can make the tongue relaxed and the strains
can be removed from the tongue, even when speaking so
fast.

The shortage of the formant samples causes the mess
of the distribution that can be seen from the charts show-
ing the formants’ averages. The problem seems to be
the limits of the time that could have been spent for the
data analysis. The results will be more generalizable if
we could increase the number of the collected formants.
And the more obvious difference will be revealed if more
subjects are targeted in each region. In addition, this
research has to be linked to the ultrasound field in fu-
ture because we cannot understand whether the tongue
or the mouth is moving with the formant analysis only.
We have left many things unfinished, that should be re-
searched. Even though this thesis mainly focused on the
formant analysis of vowels, there are a lot of interesting
phonological changes in consonants. If we could solve
the problem of measuring the VOT of the stop conso-
nants, for instance, its research will be very meaningful

and profitable for this Aizu dialect project.
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Figure 2: Means of Vowels’ Formants per Region and Gender (1)
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Figure 3: Means of Vowels’ Formants per Region and Gender (2)


